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Epilogue: Respice}Adspice} Prospice
MichaelOchs

R

espice,adspice,prospiceis the motto of my alma mater, the City College of New
York. The three words exhort us to "look back, look at, and look ahead."
Looking back, American music librarianship dates to the appointment in 1897 of
Walter Rose Whittlesey as first Chief of the Music Division at the Library of
Congress. That was nearly a century ago-longer than even the most senior and
venerated among us can remember-yet
the first substantive look at the history of
our profession, in the form of a doctoral dissertation by Carol June Bradley, took
place only in 1978 1 (recently enough that some of us may indeed find her volume
still lodged in our cataloging backlogs). Since then, Bradley and others have contributed a few additional historical writings, but looking back seems to remain quite
low on our list of priorities.
We have some good reasons for stopping so rarely to examine the past. For one
thing, music librarians are kept busy tending to the urgent problems of the day. We
juggle inadequate budgets to provide the collections and services that our patrons
require. We select materials in a marketplace that threatens to stretch our pocketbooks-if not our imaginations-to
the breaking point. We process a barrage of
incoming books, scores, serials, recordings, and micromaterials using the most
advanced bibliographic techniques and the most up-to-date computer hardware and
software on earth (while perhaps harboring nostalgic memories of sitting for an hour
at a dilapidated Underwood typewriter and cataloging a dozen scores that we had
unpacked minutes earlier). We expend great effort and not a little money to replace typewritten card catalog records with their machine-readable counterparts.
We write reports describing the space crises in our stacks (reports that are often duly
added to different kinds of stacks-that is, stacks of similar reports describing space
crises in other library units). We provide more and more public service in an age
when more and more of our patrons are less and less equipped to use our resources.
And finally, in what we euphemistically call our "spare time," we compile biobibliographies and other reference tools that by their sheer number and diversity
serve to enlarge the very same bibliographical quagmire through which they guide
our patrons.
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Besides being busy, there are other reasons we do not look back (or, in the locution of students at City College, "re-spice" 3). One is that we tacitly buy into the
stereotype of librarianship as a "secondary" profession, dependent for its very
existence on "real" professions such as college teaching, medicine, law, or even
school teaching. (And with classical music already regarded by most of our society
as a frill, music librarianship must really be the handmaiden's handmaiden!) Like
nursing, child care, secretarial work, and other service occupations, librarianship
is thought ofby most people-when
they think of it at all-as "women's work,"
in the most old-fashioned, menial sense of the term. Just picture the librarian of
fiction and humor: a dowdy spinster of indeterminate age with unfashionable glasses and sensible shoes, mouse-brown (or mouse-gray) hair tied back in a bun, alternately charging out books and shushing people in the reading room. Moreover,
I would wager that there's hardly a person in the profession who said as a child, "I
want to be a librarian when I grow up": librarianship does not top many children's
lists of dreams. It is safe to assume, then, that at least some of us felt we had to settle
for second best. Never mind that we choseto enter library school-but perhaps that
was only after we had given up the dream of becoming a singer or pianist or conductor or musicologist or whatever. If that is indeed the view of our profession we
harbor, then it is plain why we spend little time delving into its history.
Finally, some of us might question if there is a market for studies about music
librarianship and even if there is, whether anything can be learned from what our
predecessors thought and did. After all, hasn't the profession undergone so many
changes in this generation alone that the work of our forerunners can have no more
than curiosity value? To address this latter issue, let us examine this excerpt from a
recently published obituary for a music librarian:
His confidence in administering the functions of librarianship, his broad knowledge ofbooks and their contents, and his "sense of direction" about books, which
enabled him to assign every single one to its proper place and to find it again in a
moment wherever it was, were remarkableattributes of his. A lovable attribute,
however, was that he placed his skills at the disposal of others, at all times and with
inexhaustible willingness. No day-no hour-passed during which some musician
or young author did not make demands on him; he imparted advice and gave them
information far beyond the dictates of his position. To some beginners he provided
the entire stock ofliterary resources needed for some project of theirs, and also took
over a substantial portion of the work-on
which they then prided themselves as
though it had been their own.

That obituary was published in December 1988 in the translated version above 4
and, if the gender may be changed, could describe almost any recently-deceased
member of our profession. It originally appeared, however, in 1858, the year its
subject, Siegfried Wilhelm Dehn, passed away. So we can see that in certain
essentials music librarianship has changed very little in a century and a half As
for there not being a market, editors of Notes have long pleaded for interesting,
informative, and well-written papers about music librarianship-past,
present,
and future.
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The seal of the college (figure 1) depicts a woman with
three aspects: one facing left, one facing the viewer, and
one facing right. The motto is placed around the top and
sides of the seal so that it appears to name the three aspects,
which students-hardly any of whom had studied Latin-
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Allspice.
Notes, 45 (1988), 417-418.

Figure 1. Seal of the City College of
New York.
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The image problem referred to above can also be solved. If we ask ourselves
whether we can ever be happy in a secondary profession, we pose a question that
itself raises a barrier to any solution. As long as we keep focusing on the status of
librarianship, we will find primaJaciedissatisfaction in our work. So our objective
must be to do what we do best-serve our patrons as interested, knowledgeable,
competent, and helpful members of a socially valuable profession and take pride
in our abilities and our considerable accomplishments. Among these achievements
are: conserving and disseminating a portion of the world's cultural heritage; helping interpret that heritage to others; and participating in the musical and musicological discourse of the day. When we have collectively gained a greater respect
for our work and for ourselves, we will naturally take a greater interest in the history and workings of our own field.
The exhortation adspiceis to look at where we find ourselves now. Scrutinizing
our profession in the mirror of the present, we can gain deep satisfaction that we
are sharing our work and ideas with one another: through the meetings and committee work of the Music Library Association and its international and local
counterparts (the International Association of Music Libraries, the regional chapters of MLA, the Music OCLC Users' Group, the Associated Music Libraries
Group, the Boston Area Music Librarians, and others); through publication in Notes,
Fontes, and elsewhere; through joint projects and cataloging networks; through
symposia and special conferences; and through our informal contacts by phone, fax,
electronic mail, and other less hectic forms of communication. We can be pleased
about the services we are able to offer to musicologists, music theorists, performers, composers, critics, members of the general public, and perhaps above all, to
students.
Adspice was the raison d'etre for this symposium. Previously the only major
investigation of "the state of the profession" was undertaken in 1960 in Music
Librariesand Librarianship,a special issue of Library Trends edited by the redoubtable Vincent Duckles. 5 The volume contains fourteen articles by various specialists, including Duckles's own "The Music Librarian in 1960." 6 That sixty years
passed before our first full-length look in the mirror and another thirty before our
second suggests that we don't like to do this too often. It is not clear just howor how much-that
issue of Library Trends influenced our thinking about music
librarianship, but almost everyone who plied the trade in the 1960s and 1970s kept
a desk copy at hand and its contents were assigned and excitedly devoured by a
whole generation of incipient music librarians in our schools of learning. We can
hope that these symposium proceedings are disseminated just as widely and that
the many ideas expressed in these pages will serve as points of departure for future research and discussion.
We have, of course,just segued into prospice,looking toward the future. One of
our chief tasks is to insure that music librarianship really has a future. At the most
basic level, the establishment of the Richard F. French Librarianship, which this
symposium celebrates, guarantees that there will always be at least one music
librarian in the United States. More important, the mere presence of this endowment at a university with the prestige of Harvard raises the stock and visibility of
music librarianship everywhere. The chair can serve as an inspiration for other

s Library Trends, 8 (1960), 495-616.
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institutions to follow suit. A network of such chairs could help bring the concerns
of the profession to the attention of academic and public library administrators in
ways that our national and local associations may not be able to achieve. Such chairs
can promote activities central to the profession-colloquia,
lectures, conferencesthat can help keep it vital. We can even hope that the good publicity generated
by this endowment will draw new talent into the field.
We face real challenges: in the seemingly endless stream of publications beckoning to be purchased; in the worthwhile materials that are deteriorating on our
shelves before our very eyes; in the computers and automated systems that sometimes exacerbate rather than alleviate our paper jams; and in the perennial budget
problems that seem designed to frustrate all our efforts to address the other challenges. Yet I am confident that we will be equal to them, and that we will not only
continue to meet the demands of our most demanding users but that we will enjoy doing so.

The following, in which the words respice, adspice, prospice are applied in a
highly personal way, represents the editor's personal coda.
Fifty years ago, on 5 September 1939, Professor A. Tillman Merritt of the Harvard University Music Department arrived at the Port of New York on the S.S.
PresidentRoosevelt, returning from a summer in Europe. In one of those strangerthan-fiction coincidences, my family and I were traveling on the same ship, fleeing-along
with many other Jewish refugees-from
Nazi Germany. We were
privileged to be granted haven in the United States, and my profound gratitude to
the people of this country for that act of mercy can never be adequately expressed.
Since that time I have had many other occasions for being grateful: for the excellent free education I received both in the public schools of New York City and at
C.C.N.Y.; for the chance, at the latter institution, to work in a music library for
the first time, under the mentorship of Melva Peterson; and for this opportunity
to acknowledge publicly the great debt I owe her for guiding me into this wonderful profession. (And thank you, Melva, for "not noticing" the inordinate amount
of time it took me to shelve a cartful of books whenever Carol Blumenthal-or
Carol Ochs, as she has been known since 1959-was also working in the stacks.) I
am also grateful to Christoph Wolff, whose confidence a dozen years ago in my
ability to help the Harvard Music Library led to my initial appointment here. My
introduction to Harvard and to what was then the almost new Eda Kuhn Loeb
Music Library took place in 1959, when I followed my musicology mentor, Gustave
Reese, to Cambridge. I spent many happy hours that July and August under the
benevolently watchful eye of Larry G. Mowers, poring over microfilms in "his"
Isham Memorial Library (which was then located in Memorial Church in Harvard
Yard; figure 2). Not in my wildest dreams did I imagine then that one day I would
be named to an endowed chair at this University, charged with overseeing both
of these great libraries.
Which brings me to the personal present. The endowed chair we have celebrated
through this symposium did not fall from the sky, it had to be created. I have come
to know well its self-effacing creator, Richard F. French, and it is a particular honor
and source of pride to carry his name as part of my title. His support of the Music
Library at Harvard and, by extension, of music librarianship everywhere has been
longstanding, generous, and altogether exemplary. He has never shirked from
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Figure2. ProfessorA. Tillman Merritt
(left), curatorof the Isham Memorial
Library,with Lirry G. Mowers,librarian, conversingin the Library'soriginal
quartersabovethe porticoof Memorial
Church in Harvard Yard, in a photographfrom the 1960s.

becoming actively involved in library problems when his advice was needed. At
the same time, he has consistently followed the practice of providing philanthropic
help with no strings attached, leaving all decisions to the judgment of the librarian.
Prospice-looking ahead-at the personal level is easy, because I feel my own
future to be intimately connected with that of our profession, in which I have already expressed my confidence. So I look ahead with genuine optimism. As we
might say in Latin, successimus,succedimus,succedebimus:We have succeeded, we are
doing well, and our future shall be filled with beautiful music.

